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(Cu1-x,Agx)2ZnSnSe4 alloys have been fabricated with different Ag content(x=0, 0.1, and 

0.2) successfully from their elements. Thin films of these alloys have been deposited on 

coring glass substrate at room temperature by thermal evaporation technique under 

vacuum of 10
-5

Torr with thickness of 800nm and deposition rate of 0.53 nm/sec. Later, 

films have been annealed in vacuum at (373, and 473)K, for one hour. The crystal 

structure of fabricated alloys and as deposited thin films had been examined by XRD 

analysis, which confirms the formation of tetragonal phase in [112] direction, and no 

secondary phases are founded. The shifting of main polycrystalline peak (112) to lower 

Bragg’s angle as compared to Cu2ZnSnSe4 angle refers to incorporation of Ag in the 

lattice. Annealing films adopt the similar structure, but peaks become sharper and more 

intensity, and crystallizing increase with increasing annealing temperature. AFM images 

confirms that all thin CAZTSe films are polycrystalline in nature and demonstrated that 

the size of grains increases with increasing Ag content and annealing temperature.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Currently free indium Cu2ZnSnSe4 compound, which returns to I2-II-IV-VI4 

semiconductor group is founded to be candidate material for low cost solar cell absorber[1,2], due 

to it has many features involving suitable direct energy gap (1.5 eV) , high absorbance, high 

stability for radiation, cheap components, and very low toxicity[3-6]. 

Thin CZTSe films can be fabricated by vacuum and non-vacuum methods such as: co-

evaporation[7], electro deposition[8], evaporation and vapor phase selenization[9], pulsed 

laser[10], spin coating[11], and RF magnetron sputtering [12]. Vacuum methods such as 

evaporation are suitable for industrialized productions, stable, able to fabricate CZTSe solar cell 

with high efficiency, and can simply tuned the stoichiometric ratio in CZTSe films during process 

[13]. 

I2-II-IV-VI4 quaternary chalcogenide semiconductor compounds such as CZTSe exhibit 

one of the three crystal structures: kesterite(KS), stannite(ST), and primitive mixed CA(PMCA) 

structure. KS structure is obtained from I-III-VI2 ternary compound with chalcopyrite(CH) 

structure, while ST and PMCA structures are obtained from I-III-VI2 ternary compound with 

CuAu-like(CA) structure[2,14]. So, CZTSe compound comes from CuInSe2 by substituting 50% 

of Indium with zinc and substituting the remaining ratio of indium with tin [12].  

Thin CZTSe films solar cell possess  a good photoconversion efficiency but, it is 

remaining lower than photoconversion efficiency of commercial photovoltaic cells due to deficit in 

Voc which resulting from formation of CuZn antisite defects  in high concentration because of their 

low formation energy due to the similar ionic radius of Cu and Zn[15,16].  
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To solve this problem Ag is a promising element for substituting Cu, because Cu and Ag 

are of the same group in the periodic table, and Ag has larger atomic radius, therefore a higher 

energy needed for defect formation [17].   

This paper study the effect  of Ag content on the structural and morphological properties 

of as deposited and  annealed thin (AgxCu1-x)2ZnSnSe4 films which grown on glass substrates by 

thermal evaporation method from their fabricated alloys.   

 
 
2. Experimental procedure 
 

(Cu1-xAgx)2ZnSnSe4 alloys were prepared from their elements (Ag, Cu, Zn, Sn, and Se) 

with 99.999% purity obtained from Fluka company and different Ag content (0.0,0.1, and 0.2). 

These components were weighted according to exacting the atomic ratios which corresponding to 

different alloys and then put in clean quartz tubes after mixing with each other. Under 10
-3

 Torr 

vacuum the tubes were sealed.    The tubes were placed into electric furnace after placed them into 

containers. The temperature was increased in steps until reached 1373K, where the samples  stayed 

in it for 7h.At last the tubes quickly were taken out and immersed in cold water to make rapid 

quenching for samples. The ingots were taken out from tubes and  powdered very well to usage for 

preparing thin (Cu,Ag)2ZnSnSe4 films on cleaned glass substrates at room temperature with 

thickness of 800 nm and deposition rate of 0.53nm/sec by vacuum evaporation method using 

Edward vacuum coating under vacuum of 10
-5

 Torr. Finally thin films were annealed in vacuum at 

(373, and 473)K.  

  The crystal structure of prepared alloys and all thin films was distinguished by using 

XRD method using radiation from CuKα radiation target and using SHIMADZU XRD- 6000 

diffractometer. 

  The interplanar spacing (dhkl) of miller index (hkl) was estimated by using Bragg’s 

law[18]: 

 
2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆                                                                                (1) 

 

Where θ is incident angle, λ is the X-ray wave length, and n is the diffraction order.  

Also from XRD, we can calculate the average crystallite size (C.S) by using Scherer’s 

equation [19]: 

 

𝐶. 𝑆 =
0.9𝜆

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
                                                                                  (2) 

Where B is the (FWHM) full width at half maximum, θ is the Bragg’s angle. 

  Furthermore the lattice constant (a, and c) of this system can be obtained from standard 

equation [20]: 

 
4𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝜆2
=

ℎ2 + 𝑘2

𝑎2
+

𝑙2

𝑐2
                                                                    (3) 

 

The surface topography of as deposited and annealed thin CAZTSe films was examined by 

using Atomic Force Microscopy (AA3000), (Scanning probe microscope(SPM)). 

 
 
3. Result and discussion 
 

Fig. 1 displays the X-ray diffraction spectra of (Cu1-xAgx)2ZnSnSe4 alloys with 0≤x≤0.2. 

From this figure we can notice that the spectrum for x=0 (Cu2ZnSnSe4) adopts five polycrystalline 

peaks equivalent to reflection from (112),(204),(312),(008), and (316) planes of tetragonal phase 

having a kesterite type as compared with ICDD card (00-052-0868) of CZTSe. While the spectra 

of CAZTSe alloys for x=0.1, and 0.2 exhibit only three polycrystalline peaks equivalent to 

reflection from (112),(204), and (316) planes, which return to CAZTSe tetragonal phase, having a 
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kesterite type as compared with results were obtained by Weiyan et al. [21]. These spectra confirm 

that CAZTSe alloys with 0≤x≤0.2 could be successfully fabricated. Also, it is observed from 

figure1the major peak (112) becomes sharper and more intensity with increase x. Furthermore, 

from these spectra and Table 1 which summarized the magnitude of XRD parameters, it can be 

seen that the peaks shift to lower Bragg’s angle with increase x, this what also emphasized by 

Weiyan et al. [21]. Therefore, the interplanar spacing (dhkl) which determined by using equation 

(1), expands with increase x. Also, it is clear that when x increase the magnitude of FWHM of 

major peak(112) shrinks, therefore the C.S which estimated form FWHM of major peak by using  

relationship (2), increased with increase x. This is as a result from replacement of Cu with ionic 

radius (0.91Å) by Ag which possesses a larger ionic radius (1.29Å) [17], that means the increase in 

Ag content led to amelioration in crystal structure and reducing in crystalline defects. Also, the 

magnitude of lattice constants which is determined by using relationship (3) expanded with 

increase x. This result in agree with Lupan et al. [22].  
   

 
 

Fig. 1. XRD spectra of (Cu,Ag)2ZnSnSe4 alloys. 

 

 

Table 1. XRD parameters of (Cu,Ag)2ZnSnSe4 alloys. 

 

Ag content d(exp.) 

(Å) 

d(stand.) 

(Å) 

2θ(exp.) 

(deg.) 

hkl FWHM 

(deg.) 

C.S 

(nm) 

a ,c 

exp.(Å) 

a ,c 

stand(Å) 

 

0.0 

 

3.2781 

 

3.2830 27.1793 112 0.34900 23.4290 a=5.69 

c=11.33 

a=5.693 

c=11.333 

2.0086 

 

2.0100 45.0970 204 

1.7238 

 

1.7140 53.0810 312 

1.4180 

 

1.4170 65.8069 008 

1.3057 

 

1.3030 72.3024 316 

 

0.1 

3.3116 

 

--------- 26.8993 112 0.29240 27.9477 a=5.70 

c=11.35 

 

---------- 

2.0235 

 

--------- 44.7470 204 

1.7292 

 

--------- 52.9010 312 

 

0.2 

3.3895 

 

--------- 26.2693 112 0.22530 36.2242 a=5.75 

c=11.52 

 

--------- 

 

 
2.0869 

 

--------- 43.3170 204 

1.7545 

 

--------- 52.0810 312 
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The expanding in the lattice parameter can be result from either Ag ions substitution or 

interstitial incorporation in the lattice [23]. It can be concluded that the c/a ratio equal to 1.99 for 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 which confirms that the type of Cu2ZnSnSe4 crystal structure is a kesterite as 

previously mentioned. This result in agree with Kaya et al. [24].   

   Fig. 2 (a) shows the XRD spectra of as deposited CAZTSe thin films for 0≤x≤0.2. It can 

be seen that the spectrum of films without Ag adopts two peaks which correspond to reflection 

from (112), and (204) planes of CZTSe tetragonal phase with preferential orientation in [112] 

direction. This result matched with [25-27]. Also, it can be noticed that the crystal structure and 

orientation of as deposited thin films remain the same after adding Ag with 0.1 and 0.2 ratios, but 

there is shifting in major peak to lower to 2θ as compared with CZTSe thin film, and this shifting 

increasing with increase Ag content. This result agree with reports [17, 26, 28], and that confirms 

Ag occupation for Cu site in the CZTSe lattice[26]. As a result, the magnitude of dhkl increases 

with increasing Ag ratio. Also, the increase in Ag ratio causes the decreases in FWHM of major 

peak which finally leads to increase in C.S of these films. The same result was obtained by Henry 

et al. [26].   

A point of interest is that the predominate [112] direction indicate that the growth of 

crystallite grains occur in this direction which is parallel to substrate plane [10]. From figure 2(b, 

and c) which shows the XRD spectra of  heat treatment thin films at 373, and 473K  respectively 

under vacuum,  it can be recognized that the behavior of annealed films is similar to that in as 

deposited films. But the difference between the spectra of before and after annealing is that the 

crystal structure alters from low crystallization to high crystallization. The crystallization 

improvement with increasing the annealing temperature due to the increase in C.S of these films 

with increasing the temperature of heat treatment, this result may be caused from nucleation 

formation [29]. This result agrees with Cooper et al. [30] for thin CZTSe films. It is necessary to 

notice that there was no additional peak returns to other compounds or elements and secondary 

phase, can be observed in all spectra of CAZTSe alloys and thin films. 

           Table (2) summarized the calculated structural parameters of as deposited and heat 

treatment thin CAZTSe films. 

 

      

 
 

Fig. 2. XRD spectra of as deposited and annealed thin (Cu,Ag)2ZnSnSe4 films at different  

Ag content: (a) x=0, (b) x=0.1, and (c) x=0.2.   
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Table 2. XRD parameters of thin (Cu,Ag)2ZnSnSe4 films. 

 

x(Ag content) Ta 

(K) 

d(exp.) 

(Å) 

2θ(exp.) 

(deg.) 

hkl FWHM 

(deg.) 

C.S 

(nm) 

 

 

0.0 

R.T 3.3261 26.7793 112 0.669 12.2120 

2.0031 45.2270 204 

373 3.3310 26.7392 112 0.537 15.2126 

2.0036 45.2150 204 

473 3.3336 26.7183 112 0.470 17.3805 

2.0042 45.2011 204 

 

 

0.1 

R.T 3.3507 26.5793 112 0.329 24.8221 

2.0188 44.8570 204 

373 3.3558 26.5382 112 0.318 25.6786 

2.0212 44.8010 204 

473 3.3584 26.5172 112 0.299 27.3092 

2.0220 44.7810 204 

 

 

0.2 

R.T 3.3946 26.2293 112 0.258 31.6304 

2.0330 44.5270 204 

373 3.3962 26.2172 112 0.208 39.2329 

2.03351 44.5160 204 

473 3.3982 26.2011 112 0.169 48.2850 

2.0340 44.5032 204 

 

 
The effect of Ag content and annealing temperature on thin CAZTSe films surface were 

morphologically distinguished by using AFM technique. 

Figs. 3, 4, and 5 display the 2D and 3D AFM images of all thin CAZTSe films before and 

after heat treatment, which confirm that all films adopt dense and homogeneous surfaces with 

spherical like shape particles. This result confirms the fact which estimated from XRD examine, 

which confirms that all films before and after heat treatment have crystalline nature. From table 3 

it can be noticed that the values of grain size, surface roughness, and root mean square increase 

with increasing Ag content and annealing temperature. The increase in grain size agree with 

increase in C.S which was estimated from XRD analysis and indicates that Ag work as a flux 

which helps in growth of grains [31]. Large grain size causes the decrease of grain boundaries so, 

the centers of trapping electrons will decrease, and therefore the large grain size is very beneficial 

for solar cell application [29, 32]. 
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a) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

b) 

  

 

 

 

 

c) 

Fig. 3. The 2D and 3D AFM images of as deposited and annealed 

 thin Cu2ZnSnSe4 films at:a) R.T , (b) 373K, and (c) 473K. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

a) 

  

 

 

 

 

b) 

  

 

 

 

 

c) 

Fig. 4. The 2D and 3D AFM images of as deposited and annealed  

thin Cu0.9Ago.1ZnSnSe4 films at: a) R.T , (b) 373K, and (c) 473K. 
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a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) 

Fig. 5. The 2D and 3D AFM images of as deposited and annealed  

thin Cu0.8Ago.2ZnSnSe4 films at:(a) R.T , (b) 373K, and (c) 473K. 

 

 

 

Table 2. The effect of Ag content and annealing temperature on AFM parameters. 

 

x Ta 

(K) 

Surfaces roughness 

(nm) 

Root mean Sq. 

(nm) 

Grain Size 

(nm) 

 

0 

R.T 2.54 2.54 67.66 

373 2.72 3.23 71.75 

473 2.9 3.65 75.03 

 

0.2 

R.T 3.91 4.52 75.39 

373 3.94 4.54 77.96 

473 6.79 8.08 80.92 

 

0.3 

R.T 9.64 11.1 90.47 

373 9.66 11.3 90.52 

473 23.4 28.0   95.36 

 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

Thin CAZTSe films have been grown onto glass substrate at R.T from their prepared 

alloys for 0≤ x≤ 0.2 successfully by using thermal evaporation method. XRD analysis confirms 

that pure Cu thin films are polycrystalline in nature which had tetragonal phase with preferential 

orientation in [112] direction. Incorporation Ag in CZTSe films and annealed them under vacuum 

at (373, and 473) K for one hour doesn’t cause any change in their crystal structure but achieve 

enhancement in it. Grain size, r.ms, and surface roughness of CAZTSe films were increased with 

increasing of Ag content and annealing temperature as noticed from AFM measurements. So, 

incorporation Ag in CZTSe films is a promising way to enhance their properties to get suitable 

absorber layer for solar cell application.        
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